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a b s t r a c t

Bayesian networks are graphical tools used to represent a high-dimensional probability
distribution. They are used frequently in machine learning and many applications such
as medical science. This paper studies whether the concept classes induced by a Bayesian
network can be embedded into a low-dimensional inner product space. We focus on two-
label classification tasks over the Boolean domain. For full Bayesian networks and almost
full Bayesian networks with n variables, we show that VC dimension and the minimum
dimension of the inner product space induced by them are 2n � 1. Also, for each Bayesian
network N we show that VCdimðNÞ ¼ EdimðNÞ ¼ 2n�1 þ 2i if the network N0 constructed
from N by removing Xn satisfies either (i) N0 is a full Bayesian network with n� 1 vari-
ables, i is the number of parents of Xn, and i < n� 1 or (ii) N0 is an almost full Bayesian
network, the set of all parents of Xn PAn ¼ fX1;X2;Xn3; . . . ;Xnig and 2 6 i < n� 1. Our
results in the paper are useful in evaluating the VC dimension and the minimum dimension
of the inner product space of concept classes induced by other Bayesian networks.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The Bayesian network (BN) is a graphical structure for representing probabilistic relationships among a large number of
variables. Over the last decade, it has become a popular tool for modeling various kinds of statistical problems [1–4]. Bayes-
ian networks are particularly useful for dealing with high dimensional statistical problems. They reduce the complexity of
the phenomenon being studied by representing joint relationships among its variables as conditional relationships among
subsets of the variables. The parameters of a Bayesian network specify the conditional distribution of each variable given
its parents in the graph, and the joint distribution for the variables in the domain is defined by the product of these condi-
tional distributions. For more information see, for example, [5,6].

In recent years, we have seen a tremendous growth of interests in learning based on kernel methods. Kernel-based anal-
ysis is based on relations among observed data and offers a new viewpoint. Inner products of vectors are central to kernel-
based methods. Quite often in kernel-based learning the inner product operation is not carried out explicitly, but reduced to
the evaluation of the so-called kernel function that operates on instances of the original data space. A major advantage of this
technique is that it enables efficient storage of high-dimensional feature spaces. Various kernels were suggested and exten-
sively studied, for instance, [7–11].

We have also seen a growth of interests in the use of BNs for classification [3,12]. Some methods that combine BNs with
kernel methods or probabilistic methods have been proposed [7,13–15]. Altun et al. [16] proposed a kernel for the Hidden
Markov Model, which is a special case of a Bayesian network. Nakamura et al. [17] established upper and lower bounds on
the dimension of the inner product space for Bayesian networks.
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Let N be a Bayesian network. Let VCdimðNÞ denote the Vapnik–Chervonenkis (VC) dimension of the concept class CN by
N, and let EdimðNÞ denote the smallest d such that CN can be embedded into the d-dimensional Euclidean space Rd. In this
paper we study of the inner product space and the concept class that are induced by Bayesian networks. For each full Bayes-
ian network and for each almost full Bayesian, we show that the VC dimension as well as the minimum dimension of the
inner product space of the concept class induced by them are 2n � 1, where n is the number of variables of the network. Also,
for each Bayesian network N we show that VCdimðNÞ ¼ EdimðNÞ ¼ 2n�1 þ 2i if there is a variable Xn such that the network
N0 constructed form N by removing Xn satisfies either (i) N0 is a full Bayesian network with n� 1 variables, i is the number
of parents of Xn, and i < n� 1 or (ii) N0 is an almost full Bayesian network, the set of all parents of Xn PAn ¼
fX1;X2;Xn3; . . . ;Xnig and 2 6 i < n� 1.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss previous relevant work and describe our notations. In Section 3,
we prove our results regarding the VC dimension and the minimum dimension of the inner product space induced by a full
Bayesian network. In Section 4, we obtain the results regarding almost full Bayesian networks. Finally, in Section 5, we make
a conclusion and a discussion about three problems on the concept classes induced by other Bayesian networks.

2. The basic concepts and terms

We begin by defining the notations related to Bayesian networks, concept classes and VC dimension.

2.1. Bayesian networks

A Bayesian network N on a set of variables V ¼ fX1;X2; . . . ;Xng represents a joint probability distribution among those
variables. The network consists of two components: (1) a network structure G and (2) a set P of conditional probabilities. G
encodes conditional dependencies among the variables. It is an n-node acyclic directed graph (DAG for short) in which the
nodes one-to-one correspond with the variables. We thus naturally identify each node with the variable it represents. For all
i and j, 1 6 i; j 6 n, there exists an arc in G from Xi to Xj if and only if Xj is conditionally dependent on Xi. The set P describes
the conditional dependencies among the set of variables that are directly connected with arcs in the structure G. If a node Xi

has arcs coming in from the set of nodes Xi1; . . . ;Xik, then P contains the probability distribution of Xi conditioned on the vari-
ables Xi1; . . . ;Xik.

Since the Bayesian network structure G is acyclic, the nodes of G can be topologically sorted in such a way that if an arc
exists from a node X to another node Y, then X must precede Y in the ordering. The acyclicity of G also induces ancestral rela-
tions. If there is an arc from X to Y, then Y is a child of X and X is parent of Y. For each i, PAi denotes the set of all parents of Xi,
mi ¼j PAi j be the number of parents and CHi denotes the set of all children of Xi. The structure G is fully connected if for all
i P 2, mi ¼ i� 1. In other words, a fully connected structure G has an arc between every pair of nodes. Since G is acyclic, a
fully connected G has a unique topological ordering and in that ordering, the ith node has exactly i� 1 parents (that is, all the
nodes that precede it in the ordering). Fig. 1 shows two fully connected Bayesian networks N3F and N4F with 3 and 4 vari-
ables, respectively. We assume that each variable of our Bayesian networks is boolean. Thus the number of possible assign-
ments to the variables in an n-variable network is 2n. The class of distributions induced by N, denoted as PN, is a set of the
distribution on f0;1gn. P 2 PN is given as follows: For each X ¼ ðX1; . . . ;XNÞ 2 f0;1gn,

PðXÞ ¼
Yn

i¼1

pðXijPAiÞ;

where PðXÞ is the probability of X and pðXijPAiÞ represents the conditional probability of Xi given the assignments to PAi.
For each distribution P 2 PN, the total number of parameters, that is, the number of independent variables that express

PðXÞ is
Pn

i¼12mi . Thus we can use real values set

[n
i¼1

fpi;a ¼ pðXi ¼ 1jPAi ¼ aÞja 2 f0;1gmig

to denote the distribution P, that is,

P ¼
[n
i¼1

[
a2f0;1gmi

fpi;ag

and P ¼ fpi;ag for short.

Fig. 1. Two fully connected Bayesian networks with 3 and 4 variables, N3F and N4F .
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